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Hotel Palomar Philadelphia 

"Luxurious and Environment-friendly"

Located in Rittenhouse Square, this Leeds certified, eco-friendly hotel is

known for its award-winning service. Hotel Palomar is housed within a

heritage Art Deco building and therefore is popular for its stunning

architecture and design. Guests can stay at one of its luxury suites which

have their own Fiji tubs, dining rooms and in-room spa services. Square

1682 restaurant, adjacent to the hotel, is frequented for its delicious local

cuisine and also serves as a bar. The hotel's banquet rooms offer facilities

to hold weddings and other private parties as well. Part of the Kimpton

chain, Hotel Palomar doesn't disappoint with its excellent service and

luxurious amenities.

 +1 215 563 5006  www.hotelpalomar-

philadelphia.com

 117 South 17th Street, Philadelphia PA
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The Independent Hotel 

"A Wonderful Boutique Hotel"

The Independent Hotel is located in the historic Old City neighborhood of

Philadelphia. All the 24 rooms of this stunning boutique hotel have a

character of their own. The rooms are elegantly decorated with soothing

paints, warm lights and comfortable furnishings that ensure a good night's

sleep. They have lovely views of the town and are perfect for families as

well as couples. The Central location of the hotel makes it convenient for

guests to visit local attractions and be back in the neighborhood to enjoy

local flavors of food, wine and more. The Independent Hotel can also

serves as an ideal venue for ones dream wedding.

 +1 215 772 1440  theindependenthotel.com/  info@theindependenthotel.

com

 1234 Locust Street,

Philadelphia PA

 by Booking.com 

Rittenhouse 1715 

"Luxury's Abode at Rittenhouse Square"

Built in 1903 as a carriage house for Alfred C. Harrison, Rittenhouse 1715

is today a luxurious boutique hotel that effortlessly blends modern

amenities with old-time charm. Furnished in a classic style reminiscent of

luxurious early 20th-century homes, the hotel exudes a quiet charm and

an air of comfort and opulence. With service that would befit a king, the

staff at Rittenhouse 1715 ensure that each guest is treated with the utmost

respect and genuine hospitality. Every morning, the cafe serves up a

delicious and heart-warmingly sumptuous continental and a la carte

breakfast, while drinks are served in the drawing room between 5:30p and

7p daily, allowing guests time to relax and interact with other guests. The

hotel also offers its guests the option to book special packages to

complement their stay at the hotel, to mark a special occasion, or to

simply enhance their stay. While the hotel itself cannot boast a parking

space, there are a number of parking lots located at a convenient

distance. Further, the hotel is located within easy reach of a number of

local attractions, such as Rittenhouse Square, City Hall, Love Park and

Ritenhouse Row.

 +1 877 791 6500 (Toll Free)  www.rittenhouse1715.com/  1715 Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia
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Hotel Monaco Philadelphia 

"Modern Hotel"

Hotel Monaco's vibrant interiors and contemporary design scheme are in

delightfully sharp contrast to the regal facade of the Lafayette Building it

occupies. Bold colors, quirky decor elements and a blend of vintage and

modern furniture make the hotel's design, an intriguing prospect. Guest

rooms retain the building's stellar original features, but also have striking

wall murals and wallpapers to reflect the hotel's modern sensibilities.

Guests can savor delectable modern specialties at the atmospheric Red

Owl Tavern. Take in beautiful views of the historic neighborhood with a

stellar array of spirits for company at the Stratus Rooftop Lounge.

Business guests will appreciate the diverse meeting and conference

facilities. There's an equipped fitness center to ensure that you never miss

your workout. For some pampering, the hotel also offers a selection of spa

treatments in the comfort of your room. Check website for bookings and

more.

 +1 215 925 2111  www.monaco-philadelphia.com/  433 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia PA

 by Porto Bay Trade   

Penn's View Inn 

"Intimate, Historic Accommodations"

The Penn's View Inn is the ultimate place for those seeking a cozy and

intimate form of accommodation. The guestrooms are noted for their

classic wooden furnishings and impeccable décor, some with a view of the

Delaware River. The Ristorante Panorama serves contemporary Italian

cuisine and carries a selection of fine wines. In addition to being voted the

'Best Small Hotel of Philadelphia' in 1993, the hotel is constantly

surrounded by the activity of Penn's Landing, which often hosts local food

festivals and concerts.h

 +1 215 922 7600  pennsviewhotel.com/  Front & Market Streets, Philadelphia PA
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